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Abstract (en)
The present invention relates to a laundry dryer including: a casing, rotatably supporting a drum (3), a basement (24) defining a basement plane (X,
Y) and in which a first longitudinal half (24 first half) and a second longitudinal half (24 second half) of said basement (24) are identifiable by means
of a first plane (P1) perpendicular to said basement plane (X, Y) and passing through a rotational axis (R) of the drum; a heat pump system (30),
being arranged in the process air conduit within said first longitudinal half of said basement; a process air conduit (18) in fluid communication with
the drum, including a basement process air duct formed in said basement, comprising a basement duct portion (28) wherein an exit plane (Pex),
a basement outlet plane (P19) and an intermediate plane (P3) are defined, all three perpendicular to said basement plane (X, Y) sectioning said
basement duct portion (28) respectly at said condenser process air exit (28in), at said basement process air outlet (19) and in a point belonging
to said first half of said basement not at said exit plane (Pex); said planes defining respectly three basement duct portion sections; wherein each
basement duct section defines a vertical centerline (C) dividing each basement duct section in two halfs, having respectly a first, second and third
lowest points (LPO), (LPV), (LP3) of said outer halfs at a vertical height respectly (A0), (AV), (A1); wherein A0 < AV and A0 < A1 < AV.
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